
Please work quietly on the Do-Now.  
Thank you!

Megan’s camp is having a swim race across the lake. 
Before the race, Megan wants to know how many meters 
it is across the lake. She knows that the flagpole is 22 
meters due south from the dock, and that the main cabin 
is 5 meters due south from the flagpole. She also knows 
that her cabin is 8 meters due west from the main cabin. 
Using the diagram below, how far is it across the lake? 
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Please work quietly on the Do-Now.  
Thank you!

This problem appeared in this year’s CSN MAθ
invitational pre-algebra competition. Credit goes to 
Leaf Kalikow and his team from the Upper School for 
finding this challenging and interesting problem.

Square BCFE is inscribed in right triangle AGD, as 
shown. If AB = 28 units and CD = 58 units, what is the 
area of square BCFE?

A) 451
B) 812
C) 900
D) 1624
E) none of the above 
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1) ∆JNZ∼∆KOA.

JN corresponds to what side of ∆KOA?

∠N is a right angle, ∠Z is 30˚, Find ∠J: _____, ∠K:_____, ∠A:______, and ∠O:______

Write a proportion stating the equivalence of the ratios of corresponding 
sides of ∆JNZ and ∆KOA.





3) The inside triangle is similar 
to the outside triangle. 
Determine the measurement 
of the base, b, of the inside 
triangle.



4) Find the missing side length in this pair of similar figures.



5) Find the missing side length in this pair of similar figures.


